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Raising the bar to new heights with shallower depths
ASA Electronics debuts the JSB2000 sound bar with smaller mounting footprint
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – Adding to the
momentum gained by ASA Electronics’
recently released larger sound bar, the
leading technology company has
officially unveiled the JSB2000. It is equal in quality with a smaller footprint for those space
conscience RV manufacturers. The JSB2000 was designed by the company’s innovative
engineering department with a ported and tuned enclosure mounting, ensuring the best
possible sound every time.
“The JSB2000 offers a solution to the customer who wants to add a sound bar with a clean look
and installation to their audio package and deliver high quality sound performance with limited
real estate. Also in line with the JSB4000, no remote control is needed for this sound bar as
everything is controlled from your favorite JENSEN stereo,” Jim Hess, RV industry manager at
ASA Electronics said.
This sound bar offers the same clean look as its JSB4000 predecessor as a non-amplified
version. This new addition to the lineup still offers six speakers (two each of woofers, mid-range
speakers, and tweeters) to separate the low, mid, and high range frequencies to produce
incredible sound.
With a mounting depth of just 5.65”, this sound bar boasts incredible sound with home theaterlike surface mount installation. It is the perfect addition to a high end looking and sounding RV
home entertainment system.
ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty markets for
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and Polk Ultramarine® products. For more information, please visit
www.ASAElectronics.com.
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